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2019 BCIT FSA Election Campaign Guidelines 
 
 
Welcome to the Campaign for FSA Elections 2019! We applaud you for making this commitment to our 
union. 
 
Along with the excitement of campaigning, comes the obligation to campaign responsibly within the 
guidelines and policies of the FSA.  
 
All candidates need to follow the rules specified here, as well as adhering to any relevant FSA and BCIT 
policies. 
 
All candidates need to wait until after the Candidate Orientation Meeting to begin campaigning. This 
ensures that all candidates have a chance to ask questions at the meeting and that all candidates have a 
fair start to the campaign.  
 
As per the FSA Conduct of Elections Policy, candidates who break the campaigning rules will receive a 
written warning from the FSA Campaign Committee and may be removed from the ballot by the FSA 
Board of Directors if they persist in breaking rules. So, please take the time to familiarize yourself with 
the enclosed materials. 
 
Thank you for your participation! 
 
 

Guiding Principles 
 
FSA election campaigning should be aligned with the FSA’s values as well as those of fairness, integrity, 
and risk avoidance:  
 

• FSA elections should be fair, transparent, and support positive engagement of members and the FSA’s 
positive reputation. 

 

• Many aspects of FSA elections, including all communications, use and rely on the employer’s (BCIT’s) 
resources including email applications and servers and, therefore, must align with policies around use 
of these resources and must maintain the congenial relationship the FSA has with the employer 
regarding use of these resources. 

 
1. Acquisition and use of BCIT email lists or other employee data 
 

1.1. Candidates and those campaigning on behalf of the candidate may not directly access the 
employer’s resources such as the Banner database to acquire lists of members or other 
employee data for campaigning purposes. While some members might have access to Banner 
due to their job functions (such as being a Program Head), it would be inappropriate for 
members to access Banner for FSA purposes, as Banner is the employer’s database to be used 
only for approved job functions relating to duties of BCIT employees doing BCIT work. 
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1.2. At the FSA, we receive updated lists of our members from BCIT on a pre-arranged schedule and 

we use these lists to communicate with members. The FSA will be the main point of contact 
with members about the election and will disseminate information to all members in a 
consistent and fair manner on behalf of all candidates. 

 
2. Mass (“spam”) emails and other mass messaging 
 

2.1. Candidates and those campaigning on behalf of the candidate may not send “mass” emails, 
“spamming” a large group of people they may or may not know at the institute (meaning 
emails generated from a mass list of some kind and/or auto-generated emails sent out to a list, 
rather than individual personalized emails to known colleagues) and candidates and those 
campaigning on behalf of the candidate should not “mass distribute” paper flyers or posters 
(other than the FSA posters and flyers provided). 
 

2.1.1. This rule exists to prevent complaints from members about being deluged with messaging, 
to avoid circulation of any deliberate or inadvertent misinformation, and to avoid the 
employer complaining of over-use or misuse of the employer’s resources (including BCIT 
email resources, photocopiers, and mailrooms). 

 
2.1.2. This rule does not preclude candidates and those campaigning on behalf of the candidate 

individually communicating with their known colleagues, whether through email or other 
channels. But candidates and those campaigning on behalf of the candidate should not 
send “mass emails” or send/post unsolicited mass messages (whether emails or paper 
flyers) to groups of members they may or may not know. 

 
3. Fair, transparent access to accurate information about elections 
 

3.1. Candidates and those campaigning on behalf of the candidates need to respect the established 
FSA communication practices for elections. 
To avoid overwhelming members with too much messaging and to ensure the accuracy of 
election information, the FSA adheres to long-standing election communication practices. 
 

3.2. The FSA is the main point of contact for communicating election information to the entire 
membership. The FSA messages our members via email, ebulletins, blogs, posters, flyers, or 
other channels, communicating information about elections and directing all members to send 
their queries to fsa@bcit.ca or to the elections page on the FSA website.  

 
  

mailto:fsa@bcit.ca
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Additional resources available for candidates and those campaigning on behalf of 
the candidate: 
 
1) The FSA prints post-cards with all candidates’ information and containing the links for all members 

to access additional information on the FSA website, as well as email contact for any members to 
use who have election questions or issues, and these may be freely handed out. As noted above, 
candidates or those campaigning on behalf of the candidate may not create and distribute mass 
“paper flyers” (stuffing mailboxes of departments or members you may or may not know with your 
own personal message).  

2) The FSA prints posters and distributes them around campus, and these may be freely handed out. 
These posters contain all candidates’ information, the links for all members to access additional 
information on the FSA website, as well as email contact for any members to use who have election 
questions or issues. As noted above, candidates or those campaigning on behalf of the candidate 
may not create and distribute their own posters around campus.  

3) Candidates and those campaigning on behalf of the candidate are encouraged to send individual, 
personalized messages to known colleagues and also to go “door knocking” to distribute the 
provided FSA election materials to members. As noted above, candidates or those campaigning on 
behalf of the candidate may not engage in “mass” (unsolicited) messaging to BCIT employees, 
including through email, LinkedIn or other channels. 

 
 

FAQ / Additional information for Candidates 
 
What is the FSA Campaign Committee? 
As per the FSA Conduct of Elections Policy (1.2.1) the FSA Campaign Committee exists to:  

• Author and edit the annual FSA Campaign Guidelines  

• Submit the annual FSA Campaign Guidelines for approval by the FSA board annually (generally in 
February of each year) 

• Publish the approved FSA Campaign Guidelines on the FSA website  

• Host a candidate orientation meeting 

• Communicate with candidates as needed during the election period  

• Meet as a Committee as needed to resolve any campaigning issues as they arise during the 
election period  

• Bring any issues which could affect the reputation or operations of the FSA to the FSA board for 
consideration in a timely manner. 

 
Who is on the FSA Campaign Committee? 
As per the FSA Campaign Committee Terms of Reference, the committee consists of: 

• Two FSA staff including the Executive Director and one other (generally the other staff member 
will be either the Operations Director or the Member Engagement Officer; selection to be 
confirmed by the ED) 

• Two board members not running for election in the current election; if no current board members 
are available who meet these criteria, the board may approve former board members who 
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previously served on the board for at least one full (2-year) term who are not running for election 
in the current election 

• The Returning Officer. 
 
The previous Returning Officer may also be appointed ex officio if the current Returning Officer has held 
the position for less than 3 years. 
 
The board may also appoint an additional FSA Member to join the committee ex officio if desired, who 
has special expertise or background relevant to the committee. 
 
The Committee is struck annually by the FSA Board of Directors prior to elections (normally in January) 
to prepare for the current election cycle. 
 
Why can’t I access Banner or use Outlook Groups or School lists to send mass emails to potential voters? 
Candidate campaigning should not interfere with the FSA’s long-standing agreement with the employer, 
which allows the FSA to use BCIT resources (i.e. BCIT email) to communicate with our members. If 
candidates use Banner or mailing lists to send mass emails, this violates our regular practices with the 
employer around acquiring member lists and communicating with our members for union business, and 
may also violate BCIT’s privacy or use of information technology policies. 
 
What if I want to see the voters list / What if my colleagues say they did not receive voting credentials? 
All issues with voter credentials need to be referred to the Returning Officer by the individual voter who 
is affected. Any FSA members who did not receive voting credentials via email need to contact the 
Returning Officer themselves via email. 
 
As stated in the FSA Conduct of Elections Policy, all candidates may access a list of members provided by 
the FSA (names without contact information). This mechanism provides transparency to the democratic 
process. The list is not to be used for sending a mass email to a group of members you may or may not 
know. Additionally, candidates should not attempt to use the employer’s resources such as Banner to 
access additional lists or access other employee information. 
 
Why can’t I distribute my own posters and flyers around campus? 
The FSA carefully manages how, and how often, it communicates with our members; trying to limit the 
frequency and quantity of communications to avoid member overload and disengagement. It is in the 
FSA’s best interest to ensure that campaigning does not damage our careful and thoughtful 
communication practices as an organization. 
 
To avoid overwhelming members with too much messaging, the long-standing practice of the FSA 
regarding elections is that the FSA messages the members, via email, bulletins, blogs, posters, flyers, or 
other channels, communicating information about elections and directing all members to the Elections 
page on the FSA website, where all members have fair, consistent access to accurate information. 
 
Where can I get more information? 
See the attached appendices: A) FSA Policy 1.2.1, B) FSA Campaign Committee Terms of Reference, C) 
FSA Directors Agreement included for your reference, D) the FSA Website. 
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What do I do if I have a question? 
Contact fsa@bcit.ca and your question will be directed to the Campaign Committee. 
 
 

Thank you again for your commitment to this process and we wish you all the 
best in your campaign! 
 
 
Appendix A: FSA Policy 1.2.1 and FSA Campaign Committee Terms of Reference 
 
Appendix B: FSA Directors Agreement 
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Terms of Reference   

Approved by the FSA Board of Directors on February 20, 2019  

These TOR will be reviewed annually by the Board Policy Trustee and any amendments presented to the 
FSA Board. 
 

MANDATE 
 
As per the FSA Conduct of Elections Policy (1.2.1) the FSA Campaign Committee exists to:  
 

 Author and edit the annual FSA Campaign Guidelines  

 Submit the annual FSA Campaign Guidelines for approval by the FSA board annually (generally in 
February of each year) 

 Publish the approved FSA Campaign Guidelines on the FSA website  

 Host a candidate orientation meeting 

 Communicate with candidates as needed during the election period  

 Meet as a Committee as needed to resolve any campaigning issues as they arise during the 
election period  

 Bring any issues which could affect the reputation or operations of the FSA to the FSA board for 
consideration in a timely manner. 

 

MEMBERSHIP 
 
The committee shall consist of: 
 

 Two FSA staff including the Executive Director and one other (generally the other staff member 
will be either the Operations Director or the Member Engagement Officer; selection to be 
confirmed by the ED) 

 Two board members not running for election in the current election; if no current board members 
are available who meet these criteria, the board may approve former board members who 
previously served on the board for at least one full (2-year) term who are not running for election 
in the current election 

 The Returning Officer. 

 The previous Returning Officer may also be appointed ex officio if the current Returning Officer 
has held the position for less than 3 years. 

 The board may also appoint an additional FSA Member to join the committee ex officio  if 
desired, who has special expertise or background relevant to the committee. 

 
The Committee is struck annually prior to elections (normally in January) to prepare for the current 
election cycle. The Returning Officer can chair meetings of the Committee or appoint one of the other 
Committee members as the Chair. 
 



 

CONDUCT  

In keeping with the objectives of the committee, members will maintain respectful and collegial working 
relationships so as to ensure the effectiveness of the Committee.  
 

General Guiding Principles  
 
The guiding principles for the Committee should be aligned with the FSA’s values as well as those of 
fairness, integrity, and risk avoidance:  
 
1) FSA elections should be fair, transparent, and support positive engagement of members and the FSA’s 

positive reputation. 
 

2) Many aspects of FSA elections, including all communications, use and rely on the employer’s (BCIT’s) 
resources including email applications and servers and, therefore, must align with policies around use 
of these resources and must maintain the congenial relationship the FSA has with the employer 
regarding use of these resources. 

 

Potential Campaign Issues:  

 
Campaign issues need to be addressed proactively through the annual Campaign Guidelines.  
 
In authoring and/or amending the Campaign Guidelines, the Committee should consider, but not be 
restricted to, the following issues: 
 
1) Acquisition and use of BCIT email lists or other employee data 
 
At the FSA, we receive updated lists of our members from BCIT on a pre-arranged schedule and we use 
these lists to communicate with members. For campaigning or any other purpose, it would be 
inappropriate for the FSA or anyone doing FSA work to access the employer’s resources for purposes not 
previously agreed upon. 
 
For example, while some members might have access to Banner due to their job functions (such as being 
a Program Head), it would be inappropriate for members to access Banner for FSA purposes, as Banner is 
the employer’s database to be used only for approved job functions relating to duties of BCIT employees 
doing BCIT work. 
 
Therefore, it follows that candidates need to “access” our members for the purposes of campaigning 
within these parameters. Otherwise, we may endanger the careful, established practices we have with 
the employer for accessing members’ information on a consistent and regular basis. Candidate 
campaigning should not interfere with our long-standing agreement with the employer, which allows the 
FSA to use BCIT resources (i.e. BCIT email) to communicate with our members. 
 
Concerns have previously been raised that candidates may try to acquire lists of members or other 
employee data directly from Banner, which violates our regular practices with the employer around 
acquiring member lists and communicating with our members for union business, and may also violate 
BCIT’s privacy or use of information technology policies. 



 

 
As stated in the FSA Conduct of Elections Policy, all candidates may access a list of members provided by 
the FSA (names without contact information). Candidates should not attempt to use the employer’s 
resources to access additional lists or access other employee information.  
 
 
2) Mass (“spam”) emails and messaging 
 
The FSA carefully manages how, and how often, it communicates with our members; trying to limit the 
frequency and quantity of email communications to avoid member overload and disengagement. It is in 
the FSA’s best interest to ensure that campaigning does not damage our careful and thoughtful 
communication practices as an organization. 
 
Concerns have previously been raised that candidates may try to send “mass” emails (meaning emails 
generated from a mass list of some kind and/or auto-generated emails sent out to a list, rather than 
individual personalized emails to known colleagues), “spamming” a large group of people they may or 
may not know at the Institute. 
 
To avoid complaints from members about being deluged with messaging, to avoid circulation of any 
deliberate or inadvertent misinformation, and to avoid the employer complaining of over-use or misuse 
of the employer’s resources (including BCIT email and mail rooms), we need to have clear rules around 
campaign communications reflected in the Campaign Guidelines. 
 
To avoid overwhelming members with too much messaging, the long-standing practice of the FSA 
regarding elections is that the FSA messages the members, via email, bulletins, blogs, posters, flyers, or 
other channels, communicating information about elections and directing all members to the Elections 
page on the FSA website, where all members can access 
- candidates’ statements and videos of their speeches 
- candidates’ contact information 
- trouble shooting information for voting credentials 
- any other information to be shared; for example, if desired, additional all-candidates’ forums or 

election updates can be made available to enhance member participation in elections. 
 
The above best practices do not preclude candidates individually communicating with their known 
colleagues, whether through email or other channels. But candidates should not send “mass emails” or 
send/ post unsolicited mass messages (whether emails or paper flyers) to groups of members they do not 
know. 
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